Supporting Teacher Education: Experience Matters

Student
Determine how you want to show evidence of student learning. Our user-friendly online tools enable authors to create or upload a wide range of electronic documents such as:
- Key or “signature” assignments
- e-Portfolios
- Teacher Work Sample
- Projects
- Lesson and/or unit plans
- Reflective journals
- Internship logs
- Field experiences

Faculty
Faculty can then evaluate student performance (e.g., e-Portfolios, teacher work samples) against standards with customized assessment instruments. LiveText's assessment tools allow you to:
- Perform outcome-based assessments
- Provide feedback and coaching
- Create custom rubrics at the program and/or course level
- Correlate and report assessments aligned to conceptual framework indicators, state standards, or institutional outcomes
- Perform peer, self, faculty, and third party assessments
- Survey students, faculty, alumni and cooperating teachers

Program
Once evidence is collected and assessed, you can evaluate your data at multiple levels to clearly deliver the information you need. With LiveText's powerful and customizable reporting capabilities, you will be able to:
- Centralize access to all assessments, plans, reports, and evidence of learning
- Explore and analyze relevant data to facilitate continuous improvement
- Obtain uniform data collection for comparison and benchmarking analysis
- Generate robust assessment reports at the individual, course, program, and institutional level
- Measure an individual student's progress against your conceptual framework indicators, state standards, or institutional outcomes
- Showcase your assessment system results with outside evaluators (NCATE, TEAC, State BOE Teams, etc.)
- Maintain and report faculty qualifications/information
- Author committee meeting minutes
- Evaluate effectiveness of program assessment

As your partner for continuous improvement, your success is our priority.